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Abstract. A successful computational treatment of multiword expressions (MWEs) in natural 
languages leads to a robust NLP system which considers the long-standing problem of language 
ambiguity caused primarily by this complex linguistic phenomenon. The first step in addressing 
this challenge is building an extensive reliable MWEs language resource LR with comprehensive 
computational representations across all linguistic levels. This forms the cornerstone in under-
standing the heterogeneous linguistic behaviour of MWEs in their various manifestations. This 
paper presents a detailed framework for computational representations of Arabic MWEs (ArM-
WEs) across all linguistic levels based on the state-of-the-art lexical mark-up framework (LMF) 
with the necessary modifications to suit the distinctive properties of Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA). This work forms part of a larger project that aims to develop a comprehensive computa-
tional lexicon of ArMWEs for NLP and language pedagogy LP (JOMAL project).  
Keywords: Multi-Word Expressions, Language Resource, Computational Representations, An-
notation. 
1! Introduction 
Multi-Word Expressions MWEs are a heterogeneous phenomenon in human languages 
which pose different types of serious challenges particularly in the fields of Natural 
Language Processing NLP and in language pedagogy LP. This is because MWEs are 
considered as one of the key factors that contribute to the long-standing language am-
biguity problems which is one of the most crucial setbacks that most NLP tasks face. 
Sag, Baldwin, Bond, Copestake, and Flickinger (2002, p. p.15) emphasise that Ôlike the 
issue of disambiguation, MWEs constitute a key problem that must be resolved in order 
for linguistically precise NLP to succeedÕ. However, in recent years much research has 
been conducted in this area which aims to scientifically study this phenomenon to dis-
cover new methods and approaches that aim to determine the best computational prac-
tice in MWEs processing based on state-of-the-art techniques and tools developed in 
NLP, machine learning and artificial intelligence research. These efforts cover a wide 
range of topics related to MWEs which includes but is not limited to extraction models, 
computational representations, linguistic analysis and classifications. The first step and 
the foundation stone of these studies is the availability of reliable representative open 
source MWE LRs which pave the way for interested researchers to experiment and 
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analyse various types of these lexical units in order to find out the best computational 
treatment and ultimately improve various NLP applications output.  
Moreover, these LRs can be embedded in the implementations of various NLP and ML 
tools that take MWEs knowledge into account and which assist considerably in the task 
of tackling language ambiguity related problems. However, while many well developed 
MWEs lexicons are freely available for English and other modern European languages, 
Arabic is still suffering from lack of computational comprehensive MWE LRs. Most of 
the existing Arabic MWEs lexicons are either very limited in terms of their scale or 
annotations features or they are not freely available as an open source project which 
makes it difficult for most researchers to benefit from them. This project aims to remedy 
this deficiency by constructing a large scale Arabic MWEs lexicon with detailed com-
putational representations at different linguistic levels based on state-of-the-art extrac-
tion methods and international standards for MWE computational representations. The 
current paper reports part of this project which focuses on describing a framework for 
computational representations and annotations across various linguistic levels.  
2! Related work 
Several projects have attempted to create an electronic database for different types of 
MWEs developed for various purposes; for instance, the SIGLEX-MWE website lists 
more than 22 MWE LRs in different languages which are open source projects that are 
available for free download1. In their on-going project which is led by a multidiscipli-
nary scientific network devoted to European MWEs (Sag et al., 2002; Savary et al., 
2015) provide a summary about their latest research results and activities related to the 
computational treatments of MWEs. However, as part of their project, Losnegaard et 
al. (2016))  and Rosn et al. (2016) conducted an intensive survey of all the available 
MWEs LRs based on the use of an online questionnaire which was designed to obtain 
detailed information about all the existing electronic MWEs resources. The preliminary 
results of the survey are publicly accessible as an online updated spreadsheet2. Based 
on the main classifications of the study questionnaire3 with minor modifications, the 
MWEs lexicons were grouped into five categories as can be seen in table 1. 
Table 1. The Main categories of MWE LRs 
MWEs lexicon LRs Nu Percentage 
Treebank with MWE annotations 12 11% 
MWE lexicons 48 45% 
Monolingual list of MWEs 13 12% 
Multilingual resources 15 14% 
Others (for all the LRs out of the previous categories) 19 18% 
                                                            
1http://multiword.sourceforge.net/PHITE.php?sitesig=FILES&page=FILES_20_
Data_Sets 
2 https://sites.google.com/site/mwesurveytest/home. 
3 The survey online form. https://goo.gl/eYz8qL. 
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These MWEs lexicons represent a variety of LRs types in relation to their domain, 
phrase length, linguistic annotation, size and degree of accessibility; however the result 
related to Arabic MWEs lexicons shows only four MWE LRs developed by (Al-
Sabbagh, Girju, & Diesner, 2014; Arts, 2014; Cardey, Chan, & Greenfield, 2006; 
Steinberger, Pouliquen, Kabadjov, & Van der Goot, 2013). Unfortunately, they are not 
publicly accessible through the web which make it difficult for us to find out more 
details about their scale or what type of linguistic annotation is associated with them.  
Another Arabic MWEs list was developed by Attia (2006) in the process of creating an 
Arabic version of the Xerox Linguistic platform which was initially developed by Butt 
(1999) and Dipper (2003) for writing languages grammar rules and performing various 
linguistic analyses based on the Lexical Functional Grammar theory (Wanner, 1996). 
In the process of building the MWE Transducer, Attia managed to extract a list of 2826 
Arabic MWEs items which were then classified into four main categories based on the 
classifications of MWEs presented by (Sag et al., 2002), as can be seen in Table 2 along 
with examples: 
Table 2. Arabic MWEs classifications with examples. 
Classifications  ArMWEs Translation   
Compositional expressions بﺎﺘﻜﻟا فﻼﻏ, 4ġalāf alkatāb Book cover 
Non-compositional expressions rajʿ baḳfī ḥanīn,ﻦﯿﻨﺣ ﻲﻔﺨﺑ ﻊﺟر Kick the bucket 
Fixed Expressions ʾišāra almarūr ,روﺮﻤﻟا ةرﺎﺷإ  Traffic light/lights 
Semi-fixed Expressions  ṣabāḥ alḳayr, تاﺮﯿﺨﻟا/ﺮﯿﺨﻟا حﺎﺒﺻ   Good morning  
Flexible Expressions taḳfīḍ sarʿa almarkba,   ﺾﯿﻔﺨﺗ
ﺔﺒﻛﺮﻤﻟا ﺔﻋﺮﺳ  
Slow the car down 
 
In this project, several types of MWEs are excluded from the extracted list including 
compound nouns, verbal and prepositional phrases. In addition, there was no intention 
to create lexical representations for MWEs listed because the sole aim was to improve 
the linguistic analyser system by accommodating several types of MWEs. It is worth 
mentioning here that the experimentÕs findings in this research emphasise the major 
positive role of accommodating MWEs LR in the final system output which was less 
ambiguous with a higher degree of precision which again highlights the importance of 
creating a large scale Arabic MWE LR which will help in the improvement of many 
Arabic NLP tasks. 
Bounhas and Slimani (2009), implemented another hybrid model for extracting com-
pound nouns and also proposed new algorithms to reduce morphological and syntactic 
ambiguities during the MWE extraction process. Their model was constituted of three 
phases starting from the morphological analysis, followed by the sequence identifier 
and syntactic parser. The final result was filtered based on statistical information. The 
extracted items were classified into six categories according to different types of Arabic 
compound nouns as shown in table 3. 
                                                            
4 The German standard DIN 31636 is used for rendering Romanized Arabic  
 Table 3. Arabic compound nouns classifications with examples 
Compound noun classifications Examples Examples 
Annexation compound noun ﻲﻨﻏ ﻞﺟر ةرﺎﯿﺳ The car of a rich man 
Adjective compound noun ﺮﯿﺒﻛ ﺖﯿﺑ! Big house 
Substitution compound noun ةرﺎﯿﺴﻟا هﺬھ! This car 
Prepositional compound noun ىﻮﻠﺤﻟا ﻦﻣ عﻮﻧ! A kind of sweet 
Conjunctive compound noun رﺄﻔﻟاو ﻂﻘﻟا The cat and the mouse 
Compound nouns linked 
by composite relations 
ﺔﻨﺳ ﻲﻟاﻮﺤﻟ راﺮﻤﺘﺳﻻا! To persist for about one 
year 
 
To evaluate their model, the final list of MWEs was compared to a previously well-
developed MWEs list and the result shows an improvement in the extracting accuracy 
in comparison with previous experiments applied on Arabic MWEs extractors in the 
same domain. 
A more recent study carried out by (Hawwari, Bar, & Diab, 2012) aimed to build a list 
of MWEs collected manually from existing written Arabic MWEs dictionaries to auto-
matically annotate an Arabic corpus using a pattern-matching algorithm to help in the 
automatic statistical identification of MWEs in running text. Their final list was cate-
gorised into five groups based on syntactic constructions as can be seen in Figure 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Syntactic constructions of Arabic MWES in (Hawwari et al., 2012). 
In their following study (Hawwari, Attia, & Diab, 2014) presented a framework for the 
classification and annotation of Egyptian Arabic MWEs. Their focus was on represent-
ing different types of MWEs in the Egyptian dialect. It is worth considering here that 
several of the annotation features suggested in this study are applicable with several 
modifications to MWEs in MSA which are this studyÕs main concern. The classifica-
tions and annotation cover different linguistic levels such as morphological, syntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic features of MWEs. The developed framework builds on previ-
ous research applied to other languages e.g. (Calzolari et al., 2002; Tanabe, Takahashi, 
& Shudo, 2014).  Another study by  Al-Sabbagh et al. (2014) aims to build Arabic 
modal multiword expressions to accelerate the automatic extraction process and repre-
sents variation patterns of modal MWEs in Arabic. Based on (Palmer, Gildea, & 
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Kingsbury, 2005)'s cross-lingual taxonomy of modality senses, they classify the ex-
tracted MWEs items into 7 categories as follows: (un)certainty, evidentiality, obliga-
tion, permission, commitment, ability and volition. Table 4 shows examples of MWEs 
classifications. Although, the author stated that the final LR is available for free down-
load, we could not find a copy or working link for this MWE lexicon.  
Table 4. Examples of AM-MWEs from Al-Sabbagh et al. (2014) 
AM-MWEs English translations  
ﺖﻳﻮﻧ I intend  
ﻲﻨﻨﻜﻤﻳ! I can  
ﺪﻘﺘﻋأ! I think 
نﺄﺑ لﺎﻤﺘﺣا كﺎﻨھ! It is possible  
 
Bar, Diab, and Hawwari (2014) developed a relatively small manually annotated list of 
MWEs as a gold standard list in the process of tackling the problem of automatic ex-
traction and classifications of MWEs. They implemented deterministic pattern-match-
ing algorithms in the detection process of various types of continuous and non-contin-
uous MWEs; they found that the use of only shallow annotated data results in major 
improvements in the automatic boundary detection on the token level of MWEs.   
Overall, in the developments of the current lexicon we build on all the previous attempts 
in the extractions and the lexical representations of ArMWEs, aiming to reach an inno-
vative large scale Arabic MWE lexicon with comprehensive computational representa-
tions at various linguistics levels.  
3! Properties of MWE Computational representations 
Based on the main project objectives, the annotation scheme had to be easy to integrate 
in different types of NLP systems, following the state-of-the-art standards in lexical 
mark-up research. In addition, the adopted scheme is not restricted to any particular 
grammatical framework because of the reusability purposes as Odijk (2013, p. 189) 
emphasised: 
 ÔLexical representations of MWEs that are highly specific to particular grammatical 
frameworks or concrete implementations are undesirable, since it requires effort in 
making such representations for each new NLP system again and again and the degree 
of reusability is lowÕ. 
Another essential property of the current representations is the flexibility which cuts 
across all types of ArMWEs and also covers discontinuous as well as contiguous 
phrases; it is also targeted to be human readable and equally adopted for NLP systems 
to accommodate different end usersÕ needs.  However, most of the previous studies on 
ArMWEs annotation schemes have prioritised certain types of expressions or language 
genres to the exclusion of others, so they are not appropriate for representing multiple 
kinds of ArMWEs in our lexicon, which should allow for permutations across various 
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linguistic levels.  The computational ArMWEs representations are encoded in Extensi-
ble Mark-up Language XML because it is the most flexible and also the most used 
method in the representations of computational LR. The final version will be converted 
into HTML pages for the purpose of publishing its content on the Internet.  
In our project we also benefit from the international standard lexical mark-up frame-
work LMF which was the result of 60 expertsÕ contributions who worked for more than 
five years to develop lexical representations and standards for different types of com-
putational LRs (Francopoulo, 2013; Francopoulo & Huang, 2014).  The LMF describes 
the basic hierarchy of information of a lexical entry and also has specific provisions for 
MWEs, specifically a normative NLP MWE patterns extension, illustrated with exam-
ples in the form of a UML class diagram and XML hierarchy model (Francopoulo & 
George, 2008). It is important to note that adopting standardisation when building com-
putational LR can be very beneficial specially in NLP oriented applications as 
Francopoulo (2013, p. 3) showed: 
 ÔThe significance of standardization was thus recognized, in that it would open up the 
application field, allow an expansion of activities, sharing of expensive resources, re-
use of components and rapid construction of integrated, robust, multilingual language 
processing environments for end-userÕ  
Furthermore, the developed representations system gives special attention to enriching 
the lexical entries with extensive linguistic information to allow for various types of 
end users and to prepare the LR for any potential use. Atwell (2008, p. p.4) states that 
ÔFor developers of general-purpose corpus resources, the aim may be to enrich the text 
with linguistic analyses to maximize the potential for corpus reuse in a wide range of 
applicationsÕ. In the following, a brief description of the type of users targeted in the 
JOMAL project is presented. This is followed by a detailed illustration of the adopted 
ArMWEs classifications and representations across different linguistic levels.    
4! JOMAL Computational Representations  
As mentioned previously, in the design of our lexicon annotation and classifications, 
this project takes into account the LMF core package and MWE patterns extension with 
the necessary deviations to facilitate the JOMAL reusability and connectivity to other 
LRs and various NLP systems and applications. This section describes the computa-
tional representations and the labels adopted for each MWEs class and propriety prop-
erty with examples from Arabic corpora. 
 Throughout, we have made as much use of automated procedures as possible to reduce 
the time and effort of the annotation process. All the representations in the current ver-
sion of this annotation scheme are classified into four main categories as follows: basic 
lexicon information, linguistic properties, pedagogical, and any other related infor-
mation, which involves all the representations that do not belong to any of the previous 
three annotation groups.  
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4.1 Basic lexicon information 
This class is mainly adopted from the MWE extension in LMF framework, and it expresses the 
main information about the JOMAL which can be useful for the LR end users. The attributes in 
the Global information class illustrate a brief abstract about the project which includes: label 
author, language coding and script coding. Main Lexical Entry is the core class for each lexical 
entry which involves written form, related form and lexicographic type. Other classes aim to 
represent the details of MWE components in their various linguistic manifestations.  
Table 5. Basic lexicon information representations in JOMAL. 
Class Name  Subclasses and attributes  
Lexical Resource    
Global Information Label 
Comment 
Author 
Language Coding 
Script Coding 
 
As can be seen in Table 5, the ID attribute which can be seen in most annotation classes 
was created to facilitate the linkage between shared annotation classes; thus they can 
be targeted by cross-reference links. The comments attribute is specified to provide any 
necessary information which might explain the annotation class. This information is 
encoded in XML; figure 2 shows an example of the XML fragment of the Global In-
formation class: 
<GlobalInformation> 
     <feat att="label" val="Arabic Formulaic Sequences Lexicon"/> 
     <feat att="comment" val=" ﻞﺧﺪﻣ ﻲﻠﯿﺼﻔﺗ ﺺﺋﺎﺼﺨﻟ ﺐﯿﻛﺮﺘﻟا ﻲﻓ ﺲﻣأ ﺟﺎﺤﻟاﺔ  "/> 
     <feat att="author" val="AymanAlghmdi"/> 
     <feat att="languageCoding" val="ISO 639-3"/> 
     <feat att="scriptCoding" val="ISO 15924"/> 
</GlobalInformation> 
 
Fig.2. An example of lexicon information annotated in XML 
4.2 Linguistic representations  
The linguistic annotation classes are the core package of the JOMAL model which aims 
to provide a detailed linguistic description of each ArMWE in our lexicon. The anno-
tations are classified into six main layers, each one is dedicated for linguistic levels 
starting from the shallow orthographic form of the lexical entry to the deep semantic 
and pragmatics features of MWE.  The following subsections present a brief explana-
tion of these linguistic annotations.  
Basic linguistic description  
The first five classes provide the basic linguistic description of MWEs which was 
adopted from the MWE pattern extension model in LMF standards (Francopoulo, 
2013), as shown in Table 6.  
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Table 6. Basic linguistic representations of MWE 
Class Name  Subclasses and attributes  
Main Lexical Entry  Id 
Comment 
Written Form 
Related Form 
Lexicographic Type   
List of Components Component  
Related component  
MWE Pattern  Id  
Written Template  
Comment  
MWE Node  
 
Syntactic Constituent  
Pattern Type  
MWE Lex Structure Head  
Rank 
Lexical Flexibility  
Graphical Separator 
 
The Main Lexical Entry class is the core class of each lexical entry and it is associated 
with all the annotation features. It also has several attributes related to written and re-
lated forms of MWE. For instance, the lexicographic types of the expressions repre-
sented by several labels as can be seen in Table 7 with examples from the lexicon. 
 
Table 7. Examples of lexicographic types labels in JOMAL 
Lexical Types labels  Examples  Translation  
Compound noun  ﺐﯿﺒﻄﻟا ةدﺎﯿﻋ Medical	Practice 
Support verb ﻞﯿﻜﻟا ﺢﻔط Fed up  
Quotation  ًﺎﺤﻔﺻ بﺮﺿ Ignore   
Idiom  عﻮﻄﻘﻣةﺮﺠﺷ ﻦﻣ  Cut from a tree 
Proverb  بﺮﺿاﻲﻣﺎﺣ ﻮھو ﺪﻳﺪﺤﻟا  Hit the iron while itÕs hot 
 
The MWEs pattern instance is a shared resource which provides information about dif-
ferent lexical combination phenomena. This class is associated and explained by the 
list of components instance that contain all the expression constituent words. The node 
classesÕ aim is to represent the structure properties of the given phrase by providing 
information on syntactic constituent and pattern type. The first feature illustrates the 
written template form of the structure, for instance the syntactic constituents of the 
English phrase to take off is Verb_ Preposition or VP; an Arabic equivalent example 
can be seen in the phrase,      ﻦﻋ ﺬﺧأ which is also classified as VP structure. In Table 
8, examples of syntactic constituents found in JOMLA are listed.  
 
The pattern type represents the degree of phrase morphological, lexical and grammati-
cal flexibility by using a scale of three levels as illustrated in Table 9. 
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Table 8. Examples of syntactic constituentsÕ classifications in JOMLA 
Label  Example  
Noun_Noun , takmīm alʾafwāh هاﻮﻓﻷا ﻢﯿﻤﻜﺗ 
Verb_Noun_Preposition_Noun , tajmd addam fī ʿarūqh ﻪﻗوﺮﻋ ﻲﻓ مﺪﻟا ﺪﻤﺠﺗ 
Noun_Adjective  ﺔﻟﻮﻠﻐﻤﻟا ﺪﯿﻟا, alyad almaġlūla  
Noun_Adverb  ﺎﻨﻨﯿﺑ مﺎﻳﻷا, alʾayām baynnā  
Noun_Preposition  ﻰﻠﻋ ﺔﯿﻄﻐﺘﻟا, attaġṭya ʿalā  
Preposition_Noun_Preposition نأ ﻞﺟأ ﻦﻣ, man ʾajl ʾan  
Noun_Preposition_Noun ﻞﺴﻌﻟا ﻲﻓ مﻮﻨﻟا, annawm fī alʿasl 
 
Table 9. Pattern types classifications with Arabic examples 
Flexibility degree Example  
Fixed MWE , rajʿ baḳfī ḥanīn  ﻦﯿﻨﺣ ﻲﻔﺨﺑ ﻊﺟر 
Semi-fixed MWE ﺎھرﺪﺻ/هرﺪﺻ ﺖﺠﻠﺛأ/ﺞﻠﺛأ, ʾaṯlj/aʾṯljt ṣadrh/ṣdrhā 
Flexible MWE /ﻞﻤﺤﻟا/ءﺎﺒﻋﻷا ﻪﺘﻜﮫﻧأ/ﻪﻠﻘﺛأ/ﻪﺘﻠﻘﺛأتﺎﯿﻟوﺆﺴﻤﻟا،   
ʾaṯqlth/aʾṯqlh/aʾnhkth alʾaʿbāʾ/alḥml/almsuʾūlyāt 
 
The MWE lex class used to provide a reference to each lexical component in the list of 
components instance. It also provides lexical classifications of each list of components 
based on the possibility of allowing some substitutions in the lexical items. Hence two 
values are specified for each component: one for MWEs that can be alternated with 
other lexical items and the second one for other MWEs that have to be used with the 
same lexical items or what we called fixed MWEs. The Structure Head represents the 
first POS tag for the phrases and the rank attribute shows the components order and 
also any possible alternative orders. This feature is important particularly for Arabic 
because it has a high degree of flexibility in the order of sentence words. For instance, 
the MWE ﺎﯿﻧﺪﻟا ﻪﯿﻠﻋ ﺖﻠﺒﻗأ has six components order possibilities shown in Table 10. 
 
Table 10. An example shows the components order flexibility in ArMWEs 
A ﺎﯿﻧﺪﻟا 2 ﻪﯿﻠﻋ 3 ﺖﻠﺒﻗأ 1 
B ﻪﯿﻠﻋ 3 ﺎﯿﻧﺪﻟا 2 ﺖﻠﺒﻗأ 1 
C ﺖﻠﺒﻗأ 1 ﺎﯿﻧﺪﻟا 2 ﻪﯿﻠﻋ 3 
D ﺎﯿﻧﺪﻟا 2 ﺖﻠﺒﻗأ 1 ﻪﯿﻠﻋ 3 
E ﺖﻠﺒﻗأ 1 ﻪﯿﻠﻋ 3 ﺎﯿﻧﺪﻟا 2 
F ﻪﯿﻠﻋ 3 ﺖﻠﺒﻗأ 1 ﺎﯿﻧﺪﻟا 2 
 
Orthographic representations  
As described in Table 11, the orthographic annotation contains five attributes which in 
turn have several values. Three attributes express the orthographic variety of the ex-
pression, which can be very useful particularly for NLP oriented users, as they enable 
them to extract the LR in various formats according to the targeted NLP or ML tasks.  
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 which can be represented in various forms based on its orthographic features, as in 
Table 12. 
Table 11. The linguistic annotation layers of JOMAL 
Class Name Subclasses and attributes 
Orthographic Features Id 
Comment 
DIN31635RenderingInPlainEnglish 
Normalised Form 
Different Spelling Form 
Phonological Features Id 
Comment 
Diacritization 
Phonetic Form 
Phonological Variants 
Morphosyntactic Features Id 
comment  
Word Form 
Root  
Derivation form (Lemma) 
Stem 
Morphological scheme  
part of Speech  
Grammatical Features 
syntactic function 
Semantic Features 
 
 
 
 
 
Id 
Comment 
Sense 
Semantic Fields 
Idiomaticity Degree 
Semantic Relations 
Pragmatics Features Id 
Comment 
Usage Type 
User Type 
 
Table 12. An example of orthographic features of MWE   ﺮﻣﻷا هﺎﯿﻋأ , exhaust 
Orthographic Features Expression example  
DIN31635RenderingInPlainEnglish ʾaʿyāh alʾamr 
Normalised Form ﺮﻣﻻا هﺎﯿﻋا 
Different Spelling Form ﺮﻣﻷا هﺎﯿﻋأ 
To see an example of the previous annotation in XML, Appendix 1 illustrates the XML 
fragment which represents the ArMWE ﺔﺟﺎﺤﻟا ﺲﻣأ ﻲﻓ, fī ʾ ams alḥāja, in urgent need. 
Phonological representations  
At the Phonological layer of annotation, we provide a complete diacritization of each 
phrase which is an essential feature in Arabic phonology to express the most common 
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pronunciation form of ArMWEs in MSA. This representation is also particularly im-
portant because of the absence of short vowel symbols in Arabic script, which also play 
a prime role at the syntactic and semantic analysis levels of the lexical units. Other 
attributes are devoted to represent other phonological variants when available and also 
a representation of the expression in IPA phonetic script. 
Morphosyntactic representations 
For the Morphosyntactic representations we use a modified version of LMF morpho-
logical patterns extension to provide detailed descriptions of the Morphosyntactic fea-
ture of the phrase. This level of annotation is essential particularly for Arabic which has 
powerful derivational morphological features which result in different variations for 
each word which we aim to represent in JOMAL lexicon. With regard to the POS fea-
ture, expressions components are classified into five categories according to their POS 
tag. Table 13 shows the adopted morphological tag set with MWE examples of the 
headword POS. 
 
Table 13. Examples of the POS tags used in the morphosyntactic representations 
   POS tag Example  
Noun  albarj alʿājī  جﺮﺒﻟا ﻲﺟﺎﻌﻟا 
Verb مﺰﺘﻟا ﺖﻤﺼﻟا  attazm aṣṣamt  
Adjective  نﻮﻨﺟ ﺔﻤﻈﻌﻟا  janūn alʿaḓma  
Adverb ﻦﯿﺑ ةﺎﯿﺤﻟا تﻮﻤﻟاو  bayn alḥayā walmawt  
Preposition  ﻰﻠﻋ مﺪﻗ ةاوﺎﺴﻤﻟا  ʿalā qadm almasāwā  
Interjection ﺎﻳ ﺐﻟﺎﻏ ﺎﻳ بﻮﻠﻐﻣ  yā ġālb yā maġlūb 
  
The morphological features for each component are represented in a specific element. 
However, the morphological properties are essential and useful information to include 
in the MWEs representations because of the derivational and inflectional nature of Ar-
abic morphology which means that words in Arabic are derived from specific roots, 
and usually the inflected words that share the same root belong to a common semantic 
field. Thus this feature helps to easily classify all the words that belong to the same root 
into semantically similar groups based on the common morphological root. Table 14 
shows an example of an Arabic root with its morphological patterns and inflection 
forms. 
Table 14. Examples of Morphological patterns and meanings of the word ﻊﻤﺳ 
   Morphological patterns  Meaning  
ﻊﻤﺳ  Listen(Past tense verb) 
ﻊﻤﺴﻳ Listening (Present tense verb) 
ﻊﻤﺳا Listen (Imperative tense verb) 
عﻮﻤﺴﻣ Heard 
ﺔﻋﺎﻤﺳ Speaker 
ﻊﻣﺎﺳ  Listener (Singular)  
نﻮﻌﻣﺎﺳ Listeners (Plural for male) 
تﺎﻌﻣﺎﺳ Listeners (Plural for female) 
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The grammatical features class is targeted to represent four main properties, including 
number, gender, tense for verbs and person. Consequently all these features involve 
several values which are represented in detail in the grammatical properties of each 
MWE component. Table 15 provides examples of these linguistic features in Arabic.  
 
Table 15. Examples of Grammatical features annotation 
Grammatical features Values   
Number Signal, plural  
Gender Male, female, things 
Tense Past, present, imperative  
Person  Third person  
Semantic representations 
This level of annotation constitutes four main classes created for representing the se-
matic information of MWEs. The ÔSense SetÕ class represents the meaning variants of 
MWEs in different contexts associated with a corpus example that reflects the real use 
of the phrase. The ÔSemantic FieldsÕ class aims to group the phrases into several cate-
gories based on the main semantic fields. The idiomaticity degree feature is targeted to 
classify the MWEs into three categories based on the ambiguity levels of the phrase as 
follows: full opaque, semi opaque and compositional MWEs. Full opaque MWEs in-
volve expressions that have no semantic relation between the general meaning of the 
phrase as a whole and its component parts, such as, ،ﻰﻠﻋ ﻒﻛ ﺖﻳﺮﻔﻋ ،ﻰﻠﻋ ﺪﻗم قﺎﺳو   
ﺖﻟﺎط هﺮﻓﺎظأ  ،ʿalā kaf ʿafrīt, ʿalā qadm wasāq,  ṭālt ʾaḓāfrh.  Semantic Relations is a 
class representing the oriented relationship between Synset instances, where three types 
of relations are included: synonymy, antonymy, and polysemy. 
Pragmatics representations 
The pragmatic annotation of MWE adds usage labels to MWEs that demonstrate the 
type of potential users or the possible situations in which this phrase can be used, such 
as academic, formal and informal uses of the MWE. These features help in the deep 
understanding of a MWEsÕ pragmatic behaviour.  
4.3 Pedagogical representations and other features  
 The aim of these representations is to make the most of JOMAL in any language ped-
agogy related applications. Thus this class provides valuable information in this regard 
which includes frequency attributes which show the popularity degree of the phrase. In 
addition, the source label presents information about the LRs where phrases were ex-
tracted from. The date label indicates the date of compiling the source corpus while the 
style label refers to the type of language genre such as standard, classical or other Ara-
bic dialects. The type element represents whether the MWE was from written or speech 
corpus. As listed in Table 16 the last class of our representations model was created to 
include all the information that are beneficial for the LR end-users and cannot belong 
to any of the previous described annotation classes; for instance the status of annotation 
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compilation for each lexical entry and also the MWE Equivalent in Arabic dialects or 
the translation of MWE in other languages. 
 
Table 16. Pedagogical representations and other features of MWEs 
 
Pedagogical Features Id 
Comment 
Learnability Levels 
Frequency 
Language Type 
Voiced example  
Language Source Name 
Language Source Link  
Other Features Id 
Comment 
Translation Equivalent 
Dialectic Equivalent 
Entry Status Levels 
5! Conclusion and future work  
In this paper, we present a detailed description of the lexical representations model that 
we applied in the development of a comprehensive ArMWEs lexicon for NLP and LP. 
In our model, we build on previous attempts and standards in the computational lexical 
representations of MWEs; moreover, we add several innovative annotation features that 
enhance the usefulness and the usability of JOMAL in various practical applications in 
NLP and LP. This work is a crucial and essential step towards more advanced and com-
prehensive research in the computational treatment of ArMWEs. This paper extends 
our earlier work on ArMWEs reported in (Alghamdi & Atwell, 2016, 2017). Future 
work will focus on building various tools and applications based on the developed lex-
icon to make the most out of it.  
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Appendix 1. XML fragment for the MWE, fī ʾams alḥāja, ﺔﺟﺎﺤﻟا ﺲﻣأ ﻲﻓ 
  
<LexicalEntry mwePattern="PreAdvNo"> 
                <feat att="partOfSpeech" val="preposition"/> 
                <Lemma> 
                    <feat att="writtenForm" val=" ﻲﻓ أﺲﻣ ﺔﺟﺎﺤﻟا "/> 
   </Lemma> 
                <ListOfComponents> 
                    <Component entry="A1"/> 
                    <Component entry="A2"/> 
                    <Component entry="A3"/> 
                </ListOfComponents> 
        </LexicalEntry> 
        <LexicalEntry id="A1" morphologicalPatterns="AsTable"> 
                <feat att="partOfSpeech" val="prepostion"/> 
                <Lemma> 
                    <feat att="writtenForm" val="ﻲﻓ"/> 
                </Lemma> 
        </LexicalEntry> 
        <LexicalEntry id="A2" morphologicalPatterns="AsTable">  
                <feat att="partOfSpeech" val="verb"/> 
                <Lemma> 
                    <feat att="writtenForm" val="ﺲﻣآ"/> 
                </Lemma> 
        </LexicalEntry>      
        <LexicalEntry id="A3" morphologicalPatterns="AsTable"> 
                 <feat att="partOfSpeech" val="noun"/> 
                <Lemma> 
                    <feat att="writtenForm" val="ﺔﺟﺎﺤﻟا"/> 
                </Lemma> 
        </LexicalEntry> 
 <MWEPattern id="NdeFixedN"> 
            <MWENode> 
                <feat att="syntacticConstituent" val="NP"/> 
                <MWELex> 
                    <feat att="rank" val="1"/> 
                    <feat att="graphicalSeparator" val="space"/> 
                    <feat att="structureHead" val="yes"/> 
                </MWELex> 
                <MWELex> 
                    <feat att="rank" val="2"/> 
                    <feat att="graphicalSeparator" val="space"/> 
                </MWELex> 
                <MWELex> 
                    <feat att="rank" val="3"/> 
                    <feat att="graphicalSeparator" val="space"/> 
                    <feat att="grammaticalNumber" val="singular"/> 
                </MWELex> 
            </MWENode> 
        </MWEPattern> 
        <LinguisticFeatures> 
            <OrthographicFeatures> 
                <feat att="Id" val="mwe1"/> 
                <feat att="Comment" val=" "/> 
                <feat att="DIN31635InPlainEnglish" val="fī ʾams alḥāja "/> 
                <feat att="Normalised Form" val=" ﻲﻓ ﺲﻣا ﺔﺟﺎﺤﻟا "/> 
                <feat att="Different Spelling Form" val=" "/> 
            </OrthographicFeatures> 
